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IMPLICATIONS FOR REHABILITATION

- Rehabilitation practitioners must be sensitive to the unique needs of spinal cord injured individuals who are ambulatory, and tailor physical activity promotional strategies to suit the needs of this distinct group.

- Lack of wheelchair skills is a participation barrier for ambulators; ambulators should be introduced to activities that do not require wheelchair use, such as swimming, hand-cycling and adapted forms of circuit training.

- Strategies that encourage wheelchair skill development in non-wheelchair using ambulators, may increase physical activity opportunities for this segment of the spinal injured population.
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Abstract

Purpose: To identify psychosocial factors which explain lower levels of leisure time physical activity (LTPA) in persons with spinal cord injury (SCI) who are ambulatory relative to those who use manual wheelchairs.

Method: For the quantitative study component, 347 adults with SCI (78% male; \( M_{\text{age}}=47.7 \)) completed baseline measures of LTPA attitudes, subjective norms, perceived behavioural control, and intentions. Six months later, LTPA was assessed. The qualitative component involved semi-structured interviews with 6 ambulant adults with SCI (5 male, \( M_{\text{age}}=52.8 \)) addressing LTPA experiences with an emphasis on barriers and facilitators.

Results: Ambulatory individuals had poorer attitudes towards LTPA than chair users (\( p=.004 \)). Their attitudes had significant indirect effects on LTPA, through intentions. Perceived behavioural control was a significant negative predictor of LTPA. Qualitative analysis revealed three themes: an underestimated disability; low wheelchair skill efficacy; and experiencing chronic pain.

Conclusions: Poorer attitudes toward LTPA may partially explain why ambulatory individuals are less active. The qualitative and quantitative data suggest ambulators are an often-overlooked subgroup in need of targeted resources to enhance their attitudes, wheelchair skill self-efficacy and awareness of LTPA opportunities.
Only 50% of adults living with spinal cord injury (SCI) participate in leisure time physical activity (LTPA) such as exercise, sport, or active play [1]. Of these individuals, only a fraction are meeting evidence-based physical activity recommendations for people with SCI [2]. There are profound physical and psychological health risks associated with physical inactivity and abundant health benefits associated with an active lifestyle [3,4,5,6]. As such, there is tremendous value in identifying factors that might influence physical activity participation in the SCI population.

One such factor is mode of mobility. A study of nearly 700 adults with SCI revealed that those who used a manual wheelchair as their primary mode of mobility outside of the home, reported significantly more min/day of LTPA than those who used a power wheelchair or ambulated with a gait aid [1]. Given differences in physical functioning and impairment between those who can self-propel a wheelchair versus those who cannot, higher levels of LTPA in manual versus power wheelchair users was expected. It was somewhat surprising, however, that ambulatory individuals reported nearly 50% fewer min/day of LTPA than manual wheelchair users, as those who are ambulatory might be expected to be more active by virtue of their higher level of functioning.

A possible explanation for these unexpected findings is that ambulatory men and women with SCI face unique psychosocial barriers to LTPA. For instance, compared to wheelchair-reliant individuals with SCI, those who ambulate report greater fatigue, pain, and pain interference in their daily lives [7]. These symptoms could undermine ambulators’ sense of perceived control over their ability to be physically active on a
routine basis [8]. Furthermore, because walking with canes, crutches and orthoses is more metabolically demanding than self-propelling a wheelchair [9,10], ambulators may have particularly negative attitudes toward LTPA, stemming from beliefs that ambulatory forms of LTPA (e.g., going for a walk) are excessively effortful and exhausting [9].

We are unaware of any published studies that have exclusively addressed psychosocial aspects of LTPA participation in ambulatory individuals with SCI. Thus, the purpose of the present study was to examine psychosocial factors that could account for the lower levels of LTPA reported among ambulators relative to manual wheelchair-users [1]. Identification of such factors is vital for developing LTPA-enhancing strategies that are sensitive to the needs of different segments of the SCI population, including those who use different mobility assistive devices.

The first part of our study employed Ajzen’s [11] Theory of Planned Behavior as a conceptual framework. This theory has been used extensively to understand and predict LTPA in a wide range of populations [12] including those with SCI [13,14]. According to the theory’s tenets, intentions to perform a behaviour are the most proximal predictor of that behaviour. Intentions are influenced by attitudes, social pressure (i.e., subjective norms) and perceived control over the behaviour. Perceived behavioural control is also hypothesized to have a direct influence on behaviour (see Figure 1). We predicted that in our study, ambulators would score lower than manual chair users on measures of attitudes, perceived behavioural control, subjective norms, and intentions to engage in LTPA. In addition, using a prospective study design, path analyses were undertaken as an
exploratory step to test a model of the Theory of Planned Behaviour variables for predicting LTPA in ambulators and wheelchair users.

Given the lack of research addressing ambulant SCI individuals’ LTPA motivations, exploring this population through qualitative interviews was deemed a necessary addition to the study. A qualitative approach, working in conjunction with quantitative data, enabled a more complex and richly layered examination [15] of the contrarian finding that ambulant individuals engage in less LTPA than those with lower functioning. Qualitative research has been described as “discovery-oriented” for its capacity to illuminate an unusual phenomenon when alternative explanations are inadequate or totally lacking [16]. Accordingly, in-depth, open-ended interviews were conducted with a small group of ambulators. An emphasis on personal perspectives instead of predetermined theory, allowed for previously unconsidered issues to emerge.

Methods

Participants

The first part of the study involved a secondary analysis of a subset of data collected in the Study of Health and Activity in People with Spinal Cord Injury (SHAPE-SCI; [17]). The subset was restricted to the 347 participants (78% male; M age=47.7 years ± 13.0; M years post injury = 16.1 ± 11.0) who (a) reported their primary mode of mobility outside of the home was a manual chair (82%), or a gait aid (18%), and (b) completed both baseline and 6-month assessments in the SHAPE-SCI protocol. The proportion of gait aid users was comparable to the proportion of individuals in the 2013 U.S. Spinal Cord Injury Model Systems database who were able to walk for 1 street
block at 15 years post-injury (19.3%; [18]). Characteristics of the two sub-groups are presented in Table 1.

The qualitative component of the study utilized a purposive sampling strategy, whereby participants are selected based on having specific experience of the topic under investigation (i.e. being ambulant with spinal cord injury). Following university ethics board approval, 6 ambulant spinal cord injured individuals (5 male; M age= 52.8 years ± 13.0; M years post injury = 15.3 ± 25) were recruited for interview.

**Measures and Protocol**

**Questionnaires**

The complete SHAPE-SCI data collection protocol is reported elsewhere [17]. For the purpose of the present study, only measures of the Theory of Planned Behavior constructs (collected at baseline) and LTPA (collected 6 months later) were analyzed. All measures were administered during a telephone interview.

Measures of the theoretical constructs were drawn from previous work involving adults with SCI [13] and assessed respondents’ thoughts and feelings toward performing moderate to heavy intensity LTPA for at least 30 min, on most days of the week, over the next 6 months. Direct measures were used to assess attitudes (affective and instrumental attitudes; six items), subjective norms (injunctive norm; two items), perceived behavioral control (perceived control and self-efficacy; five items), and intentions (two items). All items were rated on 7-point Likert-type scales, with higher scores indicating more
positive thoughts and feelings. An overall score for each construct was computed by averaging the item scores for that construct.

LTPA was assessed using the Physical Activity Recall Assessment for People with SCI (PARA-SCI; [19]). The PARA-SCI has demonstrated good construct validity and reliability as a measure of physical activity among people with SCI [20,21,19]. As per the PARA-SCI protocol, during a structured interview, participants recalled all physical activities they performed over the previous 3 days that required physical exertion. Participants then rated the intensity of each activity as mild, moderate, heavy or “nothing at all” using standardized definitions developed specifically for people with SCI [19]. The interviewer classified each activity as LTPA or an activity of daily living. Because the Theory of Planned Behavior measures asked specifically about moderate to heavy intensity LTPA, the average number of min/day of moderate + heavy intensity LTPA was calculated and served as the measure of LTPA.

**Interviews**

For the qualitative side of this project, semi-structured interviews were used to elicit life-story data pertaining to participants’ personal perspectives on LTPA. Semi-structured interviews allowed participants the freedom to discuss issues that they perceived as most relevant to their own experience [22]. This participant-led approach facilitates unique and unforeseen insights that fall outside of a researcher’s pre-prescribed hypotheses and questionnaire-driven questions [23]. At the same time, the presence of a loose structure enables the interviewer to ensure that certain broad areas of conceptual interest are addressed. For example, questions were broadly framed around perceived
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barriers and facilitators to LTPA. Open questions – such as what makes LTPA
difficult/easier for you? – encouraged participants to deliver extended responses, thereby
generating rich data. When rich data were not forthcoming, a series of probes – that is,
curiosity-driven questions - were called upon to prompt further detail (e.g. can you tell
me more about that? How did that make you feel?).

Interviews were conducted face-to-face, in a location convenient to the participant.
Face-to-face interviews have been shown to be effective at engendering trust and rapport
between researcher and participant, thereby encouraging the sharing of sensitive thoughts
and feelings [23]. Relationship quality is an important determinant of interview success
when questions ask participants to elaborate on personal experiences. Interviews lasted
between 88 and 133 minutes, with each digitally recorded and transcribed verbatim. Over
10 hours of interview data were subject to a thematic analysis.

Analyses

Quantitative Analyses. Using SPSS v. 22, a series of one-way ANCOVAs tested
for between-groups differences in the Theory of Planned Behaviour measures. All
comparisons met assumptions of ANCOVA [24]. Initially, these analyses controlled for
between-groups differences in age and years post-injury. As age was not a significant
covariate in any analysis, it was subsequently removed.

Next, theoretical relationships between the Theory of Planned Behaviour
constructs and LTPA were modeled through path analysis. Using AMOS v. 18, separate
models were computed for ambulators and wheelchair users. All paths were estimated
using maximum likelihood estimation and met the requirements for identification [25].

Model fit was assessed using Chi-square, Comparative Fit Index (CFI), Normed Fit Index (NFI), and the Root Mean Square Error of Approximation (RMSEA). Non-significant Chi-square values, CFI and NFI values above .95, and RMSEA values under .08 indicate models with good fit [25,26]. Prior to computing the models, five manual wheelchair-users and two ambulators were identified as statistical outliers with LTPA values > 3 SDs from the mean; their LTPA values were recoded as the next lowest LTPA value in their group [24].

Qualitative Analysis. Thematic analysis was used to make sense of the interview data. It enables a researcher to organize interview data into conceptual themes that are reflective of a given group’s experiences [23]. Although numerous variations of thematic analysis exist, our approach was based on the flexible techniques outlined by Braun and Clark [27] for use in psychology research. First, data immersion involved repeated reading of each transcript while making loose annotations. Second, with increased familiarity with the data, loose annotations became more concrete conceptual codes. Third, individual codes were grouped according to common meaning in order to form overarching themes. Fourth, themes were reviewed for their fidelity to the initial codes, the full transcripts and the original audio files. Here, it was useful to ask the question: do these constructed themes give a good sense of the original interviews? In addition, the conceptual content of themes was scrutinized to ensure that each was sufficiently different to the other. Fifth, with themes organized, each was attributed a descriptive title that defined its conceptual contribution. Sixth, in line with the permeability of the previous steps, analysis continues up to the writing of the actual report. In principle, if
new analytical connections and insights surface during the writing stage, previous steps can be altered accordingly.

Results

Quantitative results are presented first, followed by the qualitative findings. Presenting contrasting methodological approaches within a single results section is an accepted convention in mixed methods research [15].

Quantitative results

Results of the ANCOVAs are presented in Table 2. At baseline, ambulators had poorer attitudes towards LTPA than manual chair users ($p = .004$). No other differences were significant.

Figure 1 shows the results for tests of direct effects. The indirect effects are reported in text. Among ambulators, perceived behavioural control was directly, albeit negatively related to LTPA ($\beta = -.26$, $p < .05$) suggesting ambulators with the greatest sense of control over LTPA participated in the least activity. Only attitudes had a significant indirect relationship with LTPA, through intentions ($\beta = .21$, $p < .05$). The model accounted for 39% and 13% of the variance in intentions and LTPA, respectively and was an excellent fit to the data ($x^2 [2 \text{ df}] = 1.716$, $p > .05$; CFI = 1.00; NFI = .976; RMSEA = .000). Among manual chair users, perceived behavioural control was not directly associated with LTPA. However, attitudes ($\beta = .12$, $p < .01$), subjective norms ($\beta = .043$, $p < .05$), and perceived behavioural control ($\beta = .049$, $p < .01$) were significant indirect predictors of LTPA through intentions. The model accounted for 44% of the variance in
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intentions and 8% of the variance in LTPA and was an excellent fit to the data ($x^2 [2 \text{ df}] = 1.563, p > .05; \text{CFI} = 1.00; \text{NFI} = .996; \text{RMSEA} = .000$).

**Qualitative results**

Three broad themes emerged: (1) an underestimated disability (2) low wheelchair skill efficacy, and (3) experiencing chronic pain. Drawing on participants’ quotes (pseudonyms used), each of these themes is illustrated below.

*An underestimated disability*

Ambulators expressed frustration that their SCI was often misconceived by others, including fellow spinal injured people and some health professionals, as less serious than the injuries sustained by fulltime wheelchair users:

There does seem to be this gap between people in wheelchairs and people who’ve fully recovered and this bit in the middle…sometimes you think ‘does anyone know what’s going on or understand this?’ We’re walking but to say we’re the lucky ones is wrong. In some sense, if you look at it philosophically, you can say we’re the unlucky ones because we have a lot of the same issues as other people have which are completely unrecognized.

Oliver (T5, incomplete) is quick to quash the notion of ambulators as “lucky” relative to fulltime chair users. There is an overt tension between the visible disability experienced by chair users and the, at times, invisible disability experienced by ambulators. If ambulators are considered “less disabled” than chair users, or not seen as disabled at all,
they are less likely to be targeted with LTPA support and guidance. Further, Oliver hints at a lack of group identity for ambulators who, for him, are lost in a gap between people using wheelchairs and those who have fully recovered. Clearly defined groups have been shown to facilitate effective physical activity promotion efforts [28].

*Low wheelchair skill-efficacy*

Participants also felt that their lack of wheelchair use in everyday life impeded their LTPA opportunities. This issue was articulated by Eva (T6, incomplete):

> I’m an in-betweener, I’m not a full time wheelchair user. So I’m rubbish in my wheelchair and wheelchair skills are really important. I thought about wheelchair basketball but I just thought, well, I’m not going to be able to manage it.

The perceived lack of appropriate wheelchair skills was considered a barrier because it reduced the LTPA options available. If opportunities for LTPA, particularly sporting opportunities, are primarily geared towards wheelchair users, gait-aided spinal injured individuals may feel excluded.

*Experiencing chronic pain*

The experience of chronic pain was considered both a facilitator and a barrier to LTPA. As a facilitator, participants were motivated by pain-relief benefits from physical activity. As a barrier, LTPA could aggravate feelings of pain:
I think there’s always, anything I talk about in reference to spinal injury or activity there has to be reference to the pain, because that’s been a constant factor and it’s never been something that I’ve been able to totally control

As described above by Tom (L1, incomplete), an inability to properly manage ongoing pain detracted from his efforts to be regularly active. Although pain as a barrier to LTPA is likely to be equally relevant to wheelchair users, it may be accentuated in the ambulant population due to the pain aggravation and fatigue accumulation associated with walking and standing [7].

Discussion

This study utilized a mixed-methods approach to examine psychosocial factors that could account for lower levels of LTPA among ambulatory individuals relative to manual wheelchair users with SCI. In partial support of our hypotheses, quantitative analyses revealed ambulatory individuals held more negative attitudes toward LTPA than manual wheelchair users. No other between-groups differences were significant. Moreover, attitudes, through their effects on intentions, were the only psychosocial variable to positively predict LTPA. Interviews with ambulators provided explanatory insight regarding these findings, with key themes emerging around others’ underestimation of their disability, low wheelchair self-efficacy, and the experience of chronic pain.

Questionnaire items captured both the instrumental and affective dimensions of attitudes [29]. Thus, the quantitative analyses indicated that, compared to wheelchair users, ambulators consider LTPA to have fewer benefits and to be less pleasant. The
qualitative data revealed that poorer attitudes might reflect a lack of knowledge about the benefits of LTPA, as well as a lack of perceived opportunity to engage in pleasant forms of LTPA. Specifically, many people with an incomplete SCI may be unaware of, or unconvinced of, the pain-relief benefits associated with an active lifestyle [30]. Poor affective attitudes may be born out of apathy for the chronic pain often experienced by those with an incomplete SCI [7] and a fear that daily pain could be exacerbated by physical activity. Furthermore, given pain is often interlinked with fatigue [31], and with ambulant day-to-day living considered more energy-intensive than wheelchair-based living [9,10], LTPA may be perceived as both burdensome and unnecessary.

Given that attitudes were shown to have an indirect effect on LTPA (through intentions), our quantitative and qualitative findings highlight the need for attitude-enhancing interventions for ambulators that focus on the benefits of LTPA and, perhaps more importantly, identify fun, pain-free activities that are appropriate for this population. Such information is vital for enhancing motivation (i.e., intentions) to be active. Our interview participants felt part of a subgroup that was poorly understood, and that their needs and their disability were underestimated. These sentiments suggest that ambulators are being overlooked in terms of the provision of physical activity-enhancing materials, strategies, and services. For instance, existing LTPA resources for persons with SCI may lack images of ambulators, or information on LTPA benefits specific to those who ambulate (cf. [32]). Such resources need to do a better job of targeting this segment of the SCI population. In so doing, health promotion efforts may need to call upon more innovative practices. For example, creating empirically grounded motivational stories may help connect personally and emotionally with a group that consider themselves to be
very much alienated [33]. Given some evidence of demographic shifts over the past 20
tears toward greater proportions of individuals with incomplete SCI [34] and,
presumably, greater numbers of ambulators, practitioners need to be prepared to meet
growing demands for targeted resources for this sub-population.

A unique contribution of the qualitative study component was the finding that
ambulators considered wheelchair sports inaccessible due to a perceived lack of
wheelchair skills. To address this participation barrier, activity promoters could target
ambulators by offering activity programs that do not require wheelchair use, such as
swimming, hand-cycling, and adapted forms of circuit training. Alternatively, ambulators
could receive wheelchair skills training to boost their self-efficacy [35] which, in turn,
could increase their likelihood of participating in wheelchair-based LTPA [36].

The negative relationship between perceived behavioural control and LTPA
among ambulators was unexpected. Previous research has found perceived behavioural
control is not a significant direct predictor of LTPA in people with SCI [13]--a finding
consistent with our results for manual chair users. The observed negative association
might indicate that ambulators are overly confident in their sense of control over LTPA;
consequently, they may become frustrated when they encounter barriers to LTPA and
abandon their efforts altogether. As a remedy, teaching people with SCI to identify and
develop plans to cope with barriers, should they arise, is an effective strategy for
enhancing LTPA participation [37]. Another possibility is that ambulators are simply
unable to act on their motivation and perceptions of control, because they lack ample
opportunities to be active. This explanation is supported by the interview data, and participants’ comments regarding the lack of LTPA options, support, and guidance.

Limitations and Conclusion

First, we acknowledge that the Theory of Planned Behaviour explained relatively little variance in LTPA behaviour. These results echo previously expressed concerns regarding the theory’s predictive capabilities [38], and also reflect the instability of LTPA participation in the SCI population [39], particularly over a 6-month period. On a related note, with a larger sample of ambulators, some of the nonsignificant pathways may have been significant. We also acknowledge the limitations of using a self-report measure of LTPA; however, we retain confidence in our findings given that the PARA-SCI is superior to the other widely available measures of energy expenditure in persons with SCI (other questionnaire, heart rate monitoring, arm-band accelerometer) when referenced against the gold-standard of doubly labeled water [20]. Finally, the interview participants were all middle-aged or older and had some experience, past or present, with LTPA. The perspectives of younger individuals and those completely inactive, may provide additional important insights into why ambulators are often less active than their wheelchair-using counterparts.

Despite these limitations, our mixed-methods approach has provided new insights to explain the disproportionate levels of physical activity among ambulators versus manual wheelchair users with SCI. Our quantitative and qualitative findings suggest that ambulators are an often-overlooked group, in need of targeted informational resources and programs, to enhance their attitudes, self-efficacy for wheelchair skills, and
awareness of opportunities for physical activity. Until these issues are addressed, ambulators will continue to be less active than manual wheelchair users and fall short in attaining the numerous health-related benefits of an active lifestyle.
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Table 1. Characteristics of Study Participants

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th></th>
<th>Ambulators (n = 63)</th>
<th>Manual Wheelchair Users (n = 284)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Sex</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Male</td>
<td>76%</td>
<td>78%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Female</td>
<td>24%</td>
<td>22%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Age (years)*</td>
<td>53.7 ± 2.0</td>
<td>46.4 ± 0.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Years post-injury*</td>
<td>11.8 ± 1.5</td>
<td>17.0 ± 0.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Injury Level+</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>C1–C8 (Tetraplegic)</td>
<td>52%</td>
<td>38%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>T1–S5 (Paraplegic)</td>
<td>43%</td>
<td>60%</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Min/day of moderate-heavy LTPA°</td>
<td>9.2 ± 3.2</td>
<td>14.3 ± 1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. Continuous variables are expressed as means and standard errors.

*t-tests indicated significant differences between ambulators and wheelchair users, ps = .001.

+Because some participants did not know their injury level or declined to respond, values do not total to 100%. χ² tests indicated no significant differences in the proportion of tetraplegics or paraplegics who were ambulators versus manual wheelchair users (ps > .09).

°LTPA values are estimated marginal means that control for age and number of years post-injury. Given the unequal variances and sample sizes and the large deviations of the data from normality, a between-groups analysis could not be computed.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Mode of Mobility</th>
<th>Attitudes</th>
<th>Subjective Norms</th>
<th>Perceived Behavioural Control</th>
<th>Intentions</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>M (SE)</td>
<td>M (SE)</td>
<td>M (SE)</td>
<td>M (SE)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Ambulate with Gait Aid</td>
<td>5.20* (.14)</td>
<td>5.67 (.18)</td>
<td>5.50 (.17)</td>
<td>4.90 (.24)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 63)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Manual Wheelchair</td>
<td>5.77* (.07)</td>
<td>5.95 (.08)</td>
<td>5.50 (.08)</td>
<td>5.14 (.11)</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>(n = 284)</td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Note. All values are adjusted for years post injury.

*values are significantly different ($p = .001$)
Figure 1. Path models showing path estimates for Theory of Planned Behaviour variables as predictors of moderate-heavy LTPA (MH-LTPA) among ambulators (bold text) and manual wheelchair users (unbolded text).